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Abstract
News recommender systems play an increasingly influential role in shaping information access within
democratic societies. However, tailoring recommendations to users’ specific interests can result in the
divergence of information streams. Fragmented access to information poses challenges to the integrity
of the public sphere, thereby influencing democracy and public discourse. The Fragmentation metric
quantifies the degree of fragmentation of information streams in news recommendations. Accurate
measurement of this metric requires the application of Natural Language Processing (NLP) to identify
distinct news events, stories, or timelines. This paper presents an extensive investigation of various
approaches for quantifying Fragmentation in news recommendations. These approaches are evaluated
both intrinsically, by measuring performance on news story clustering, and extrinsically, by assessing the
Fragmentation scores of different simulated news recommender scenarios. Our findings demonstrate that
agglomerative hierarchical clustering coupled with SentenceBERT text representation is substantially
better at detecting Fragmentation than earlier implementations. Additionally, the analysis of simulated
scenarios yields valuable insights and recommendations for stakeholders concerning the measurement
and interpretation of Fragmentation.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the public debate has become increasingly polarized and fragmented [1, 2, 3].
News recommender systems may have a role to play in alleviating both these issues by helping
users navigate the available content, and assisting them in finding those articles that are
interesting or relevant to them. This may increase enjoyment of and engagement with the news,
while exposing them to viewpoints or ideas different from their own may increase tolerance
and understanding [4, 5, 6]. To facilitate the discussion on the amount of shared experiences
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between users within a recommender system, Vrijenhoek et al. [7] proposes the Fragmentation
metric, which will be explained in more detail in Section 2.1.

For Fragmentation, merely measuring user engagement with individual articles falls short
of capturing the desired granularity. Instead, the metric should focus on aggregating articles
into larger units, such as news events or stories. This paper presents an implementation and
evaluation of news story detection methods in a recommendation set. We highlight the ad-
vantages, limitations, and implications of different approaches for measuring Fragmentation.
These approaches range from a basic TF-IDF and cosine similarity-based clustering approach
used by Vrijenhoek et al. [7] to an implementation based on SentenceBERT (SBERT) [8] with
agglomerative hierarchical clustering. Our intrinsic evaluation uses a dataset of news articles
with gold standard human labeling for news stories [9]. Intrinsic evaluation compares clustering
approaches to gold standard labels. We also perform extrinsic evaluation: we evaluate our
approaches on the capability to detect diverging Fragmentation in (simulated) user scenarios.
Our findings show that a SentenceBERT approach with agglomerative hierarchical clustering
considerably improves the capability to detect Fragmentation in both intrinsic and extrinsic
evaluations. Capturing low Fragmentation remains challenging, which demonstrates the impor-
tance of adding extrinsic evaluation - whether in real or simulated recommendation scenarios.
We also discuss practical implications for stakeholders and developers aiming to implement
Fragmentation metrics. This study represents the first extensive evaluation of Fragmentation
quantification that uses intrinsic and extrinsic evaluation, and provides actionable interpretation
recommendations.1

2. Fragmentation: From Theory to Operationalizaion

This section introduces and contextualizes the concept of Fragmentation in news recommen-
dation, discusses related work in NLP, and proposes the operationalization approaches imple-
mented in this paper.

2.1. Fragmentation in News Recommendation and Theories of Democracy

News recommender systems have a significant role in shaping the exposure of news articles to
the wider public, effectively replacing the traditional gatekeeping function previously entrusted
to editorial teams. The editorial teams would ensure that the combination of items featured on
a newspaper’s front page, or later the landing page of a website or app, would align with the
organization’s norms and values. Designers of recommendation systems must consider their
implicit and explicit design choices, as they can have profound implications for informational
awareness and public discourse. Understanding the diverse objectives and editorial standards
of news recommender systems is essential, as they vary depending on the desired outcomes.
Helberger [11] outlines four distinct societal roles or models of news recommender systems,
drawing from the democratic normative framework. Vrijenhoek et al. [7] proposes five news
diversity metrics based on this foundation, which are further refined in Vrijenhoek et al. [12]).

1An earlier version of this work can be found in Polimeno [10].



The goal of Fragmentation, one of the metrics proposed in Vrijenhoek et al. [7], is to assess
the level of a common public sphere among users within the system: if the Fragmentation
score is high, there is little overlap between the recommendations issued to different users. In
contrast, users see much of the same content when Fragmentation is low. Fragmentation is
mostly relevant to the Liberal and Participatory models of democracy described by Helberger
[11]. The Liberal model assumes that ultimately the individual user knows what is best for
them and personal preferences are deemed highly important. This model thus allows for a high
Fragmentation score. In contrast, the Participatory model aims to give users the information
they need in order to play an active role in society. Users should be informed of important events,
but in a manner that is suitable for their individual circumstances and capabilities. This touches
on an important aspect of Fragmentation: it should not capture whether users read exactly the
same articles, but whether they read about the same events or stories. The Participatory model
of democracy explicitly aims for a lower Fragmentation score, indicating a more homogeneous
public sphere. Fragmentation is defined as a between-user metric, specifically representing
differences in recommended news story chains, or sets of articles describing the same issue
or event from different perspectives. Computationally, Fragmentation is calculated with 1-
Rank Biased Overlap as used in Webber et al. [13], with 1 denoting two completely disjoint
recommendation lists and 0 a perfect match. The aggregate Fragmentation score of a news
recommender is the average Fragmentation score over all pairs in the set of users.

2.2. Measuring Fragmentation and Diversity with NLP

Fragmentation requires a method to detect stories, timelines, or ideas mentioned in news texts,
in order to measure differences between them in recommendation. There are several relevant
Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks that can be used to tackle this. We follow Reuver
et al. [14] and look beyond one NLP task definition, reviewing literature on several related NLP
tasks: news story chain detection, news event detection, viewpoint detection, and in general the
detection of difference and similarity in news texts.

Vrijenhoek et al. [7] mentions news story chain detection as relevant for Fragmentation. News
story chains are sets of articles that report on the same action, event, or incident [15], such as a
presidential speech, a match in a sports game, or a specific protest. Nicholls and Bright [15]
address this task using a three-day moving window, since most story chains are relevant for
three days or less. News chain detection is challenging, because new topics and events appear
continuously, and societal relevance can change on a daily basis. Supervised machine learning
methods require labelled data and are not suitable for dealing with a scenario where completely
new data appears at a regular basis. Therefore, unsupervised methods are considered more
suitable for this task[7, 16]. Story chains can be detected by calculating pair-wise similarity
scores for all articles in a news article corpus, and subsequently generating clusters with a bag of
words TF-IDF [17] text representation to obtain the news story chains [13, 18, 15]. Trilling and
van Hoof [16] use a Word2Vec [19] model pre-trained on Dutch news and apply graph-based
and hierarchical clustering to identify news story chains. They find no significant difference
between the two clustering methods.

Mulder et al. [20] aim to detect content difference in news recommendations, and opera-
tionalize this with Entman Frames [21] to measure different versus similar framings of the same



issues in the news. Their evaluation of the recommendation diversity uses Intra-List Diversity,
calculating the average distance between pairs of unique articles. Distance was determined with
twenty pre-defined topics (cosine distance) and LDA topic model distributions (Kullblack-Leibler
Divergence).

Hada et al. [22] operationalize Fragmentation as the overlap between social media users’
exposure to different viewpoints, specifically on the topic of immigration. A viewpoint is
defined as whether it expresses a diagnostic claim: the explicit mention of a problem with a
topic. These diagnostic claims are detected in a supervised manner by fine-tuning a BERTweet
model. Fragmentation is then measured as overlap exposure to different viewpoints at the
pair-wise level, and specifically similarity between user vectors of interactions with viewpoints.
Alam et al. [23] operationalize “different viewpoints” in news recommendations with stance
and sentiment towards the topic of immigration, and calculate difference over both individual
users and the recommender system as a whole. In this manner they determine the diversity
(and fragmentation) of the users’ reading behaviour.

2.3. Considerations on Operationalization

Operationalization is the process of developing specific methods or approaches to empirically
and concretely measure a complex construct [24]. Since Fragmentation is a complex construct, it
becomes especially important to determine when such an operationalization is successful. Jacobs
and Wallach [25] introduce practices on measurement modelling and construct validity from
the social sciences to computer science research. They argue computational operationalization
of a complex construct should involve writing out assumptions on the measurement, and should
not only be evaluated on predictive validity (e.g. the common computer science approach of
how well the approach can predict labels in an unseen test set), but should also involve testing
the broader notion of construct validity. Predictive validity is only one aspect of construct
validity: others are hypothesis validity (does the measure support well-known hypotheses
on the construct?) and convergent validity (do different operationalization reveal the same
(expected) measurement results?). Evaluation in such a manner is not a binary yes/no answer
to a question, but rather a careful consideration. Assumptions and conditions for successful
operationalization in the specific use context need to be explicitly stated. In our experiments,
we aim to investigate not only predictive validity, but also investigate whether we actually
measure the construct Fragmentation. We do this not only by evaluating whether our approach
can predict labels of unseen test examples (predictive validity), but also by testing whether we
can measure Fragmentation in generated scenarios. In these scenarios, we know the expected
level of Fragmentation our approaches should detect. This evaluation in scenarios constitutes
both hypothesis validity and convergent validity.

3. Experiments

We aim to detect news story timelines to measure Fragmentation in news recommendation sets.
Our experiments focus on text representations and clustering algorithms, which we evaluate



intrinsically as well as extrinsically. The code of our experiments can be found in our repository.2

3.1. Data

The HeadLine Grouping Dataset (HLGD) [9] is an American English dataset of news headlines
and groupings of headlines on the same events. This dataset refers to the groupings as timelines,
and define this as articles “describing the same event: an action that occurred at a specific time
and place”. [9, p. 3187]. Laban et al. [9]’s three authors as well as eight crowdworker annotators
determined in a pair-wise fashion whether two news headlines belong to the same or a different
timeline. The average agreement, calculated in Adjusted Mutual Information, between smaller
event clusters and a leave-one-out approach is .81. In total, this dataset contains 1.679 news
articles from 34 different news sources, and the annotation procedure led to 10 timelines on
the same large-scale event, ranging in size from 80 to 274 news articles. These timelines are
similar to the news story chains used in Vrijenhoek et al. [12] and the HLGD has reliable,
high-quality human annotations. These characteristics make the dataset suitable to evaluate
our NLP approaches on detecting different news stories.

We use the ten broader granularity labels of timelines, e.g. timelines called “WikiLeaks Trials”
or “Ivory Coast Army Mutiny” - instead of the more fine-grained timeline labels on sub-events.
These high-level event labels clearly relate to Fragmentation: users unaware of one of these
events are potentially not inhabiting a shared collective information sphere. Events of lower
granularity may show results that are more difficult to interpret as Fragmentation, as these
sub-events are still somehow related to one main event. However, the small set of 10 larger scale
timelines in this dataset does mean we have a comparably small dataset for our experiments.
This may be a caveat for our findings. Laban et al. [9] included the URLs in their dataset,
allowing us to extract the original text through web scraping. Articles that were inaccessible
due to paywalls, removed since the dataset’s publication, or contained unreadable text (e.g.
HTML-only content) were excluded from our analysis. We eliminated recommendations to
other articles found at the end of the text, since this may introduce noise. Our final dataset
comprises 1,394 news articles representing 10 distinct news timeline stories, from the topic of
Human Cloning to the Brazil Dam Disaster.

As we employed unsupervised approaches, there is no dedicated training set. The develop-
ment set, used to prevent overfitting on specific stories for development and hyperparameter
tuning, consists of 363 articles encompassing timelines 1, 2, and 4. We chose these timelines
because they are diverse in terms of content and event cluster size, see the first column of
Table 2 for group sizes and topic content. The evaluation set contains the 1,031 news articles
from the remaining 7 story chains.

3.2. Representation of News Texts

Before we can automatically detect timelines or cluster texts, we have to represent the articles
in a numerical (e.g. machine-readable) manner. The choice of text representation plays a
crucial role in the clustering process, as it determines how the similarity between articles is

2https://github.com/myrthereuver/clustering_fragmentation/.
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measured. We investigate three distinct text representation strategies, each associated with its
own limitations.

Bag of Words/TF-IDF News articles are represented in a one-hot matrix encoding indicating
vocabulary words, following Vrijenhoek et al. [7]. All words are lowercase and punctuation is
removed, as well as all stopwords using scikit-learn [26]. This representation loses information
on word order and also results in a sparse representation. Our TF-IDF baseline approach with
graph-based clustering also includes filtering for > .5 cosine similarity between text pairs to
denote similarity.

GloVe Embeddings GloVe [27] is an unsupervised method for text representation with
the basic underlying assumption that more similar words will have a similar frequency and
distribution. We use 300-dimenstion pre-trained GloVe embeddings and represent articles by
averaging GloVe embeddings. GloVe embeddings capture semantic similarity between words,
but are also static and cannot capture context-dependent differences in meaning.

Sentence Embeddings Transformer models, such as BERT [28], are able to learn context-
dependent meanings. We represent each article with pre-trained SentenceBERT (SBERT)
embeddings [8]. SBERT is specifically designed to capture semantic similarity between docu-
ments, which makes it especially useful for our goal of capturing similarity versus difference in
news texts in terms of news timelines. SBERT pre-trains an architecture that consists of two
identical Transformer networks, with each network receiving a different text as input. The two
networks have tied weights, meaning it is able to capture similarity between the inputs. This
strategy is called bi-encoding, and leads to more semantically plausible representations.

3.3. Clustering Methods

Graph-based clustering Graph-based Clustering aims to build clusters by representing the
data points as a network with nodes and edges - edges within a sub-graph get assigned high
weights (which denotes high similarity) while edges across sub-graphs receive low weights
(denoting low similarity) [29]. There are several downsides to graph-based clustering: it shows
high precision, but tends to be conservative in connecting two articles as related, resulting in a
lower recall [15, 16]. To construct the graph and determine the edge weights, we employ the
Louvain algorithm [30], following Vrijenhoek et al. [7]. Their implementation serves as our
baseline for comparison.

Density-based clustering Density-based clustering algorithms, such as DBScan [31], iden-
tify regions of high data density. DBScan operates by identifying core points, which are data
points surrounded by a minimum number of neighboring data points. Subsequently, clusters are
formed by connecting closely located core points. Border points, on the other hand, are identified
as points that adjoin the nearest cluster and subsequently merge with it. Noise points, which
do not exhibit proximity to any cluster, are not considered as part of the clustering process.
DBScan has two hyperparameters: epsilon (maximum distance between data points to be seen
as close to one another) and minimum samples - a number of data points required to be a core
point. Our hyperparameter tuning systematically tested 29.403 combinations of each parameter
setting (1 to 150, in steps of 1) and text representation (3). The best performance, in terms of
V measure, turned out to be 32-66 minimum samples for SBERT, 1-99 minimum samples for
GloVe representations, and 2 for Bag of Words.



Agglomerative hierarchical clustering Agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) is a
top-down clustering approach wherein each text initially forms its own cluster. Subsequent
merging of these clusters is based on their similarity [32]. Two crucial hyperparameters are
be considered for optimizing AHC: the distance threshold (or similarity function) and the
linkage criterion (which measures the distance between all points). In our study, we conducted
a systematic evaluation of four commonly used linkage criteria: Ward’s, average linkage,
complete linkage, and single linkage. We explored a total of 600 combinations, varying the
distance thresholds from 1 to 150 in increments of 1. Among these combinations, Ward’s linkage
exhibited the best performance in terms of V-measure on the development set. We determined
that the ideal distance settings varied based on the specific text representations used, resulting
in a distance of 5-9 for SBERT, 4-6 for GloVe and 124-148 for Bag of Words representations.

3.4. Evaluation

This section first provides our intrinsic evaluation focused on accurately detecting news story
labels. We then provide an extrinsic evaluation that assesses the effectiveness of these methods
within a pipeline targeting the detection of Fragmentation differences in simulated recommen-
dation scenarios.

3.4.1. Intrinsic Evaluation: Clustering

Our intrinsic evaluation requires the scoring of the different approaches on their clustering
performance. We use five evaluation metrics. The use of multiple evaluation metrics increases
the reliability and stability of our findings, since internal validity measures can be highly variable
across runs and datasets [33]. Three metrics, known as external metrics, rely on labeled data
to determine cluster membership. Homogeneity measures the extent to which items within a
cluster share the same label. It provides a score ranging from 0 to 1, where a score of 1 indicates
a completely homogeneous cluster in terms of labels, while 0 indicates complete diversity of
labels. For Completeness, a perfect score of 1 indicates that all members belonging to the same
class are assigned to a single cluster. Lastly, V-measure is the harmonic mean of Homogeneity
and Completeness. We also incorporate two internal evaluation metrics, namely the Silhouette
Score and the Davies-Bouldin Index (DBI), which do not rely on any labeled data [34]. Rousseeuw
[35] measure the validity of clusters by calculating how similar each item in a cluster is to other
data points in the same cluster and to adjacent clusters. The Silhouette Score, ranging from -1 to
1, represents the average calculation of this for all items. Higher scores mean that items in the
same cluster are more similar to one-another than to items in adjacent clusters, which would
indicate better clustering. The Davies-Bouldin Index, or DBI [36], compares clusters’ average
similarity to the closest neighbouring cluster. Similarity is defined as the ratio of distances
within a cluster to distances between a cluster. In other words, clusters that are further apart
lead to a better score. This measure has 0 as its lowest score, where a lower score indicates
better separated clusters. DBI is implemented with Euclidean distance.



3.4.2. Extrinsic Evaluation: Generating Recommendation Scenarios

For our extrinsic evaluation, we generate recommendations that are intentionally designed
to exhibit different degrees of fragmentation. We simulate 1,000 users who each receive 7
recommendations, a feasible number for calculation yet large enough to simulate different
interaction behaviors with news articles.

Scenario 1: Low Fragmentation Users in this scenario have a broad interest in all topics
recommended to them: their click behavior shows low Fragmentation in the sense that different
users have similar behavior. With the ground truth labels from the News Groupings dataset,
the users in this scenario will lead to a Fragmentation score of 0.

Scenario 2: High Fragmentation This scenario shows users with very specific and frag-
mented interests. User click behavior is evenly distributed across different story chains. That
is: one group of users only reads from one news grouping, and another group only reads from
another group. The resulting Fragmentation score is .85 for the ground truth labels from the
News Groupings dataset.

Scenario 3: Balanced Fragmentation In reality, the extremes of very low and very high
fragmented reading behavior will be rare. This scenario simulates a large portion of readers that
read articles from multiple groupings, and a smaller portion of simulated users behaving very
selectively. We create three user profiles for this scenario. Profile 1 comprises 70% of the users,
who read at least one article from 5 story chains. The 5 story chains are randomly selected per
user. To obtain the total number of 7 recommendations per user, we add 2 random articles from
2 of these chains. Profile 2 consists of 15% of users: they click on 7 articles from 2 randomly
sampled story chains (4 articles from chain 1, 3 from chain 2). Profile 3 has the remaining 15%
of users, and shows the low Fragmentation scenario: all users read from each story chain.

4. Results

This section describes the results of two sets of experiments, both intrinsic (predicting ground
truth cluster labels) and extrinsic (measuring Fragmentation in recommendation interaction
scenarios). As stated in Section 3.1, all results are based on the 1,031 news articles from the
evaluation set, which contains 7 topics unseen during the development phase.

4.1. Intrinsic evaluation

We evaluate the performance of the different clustering methods (Graph-based Clustering,
Density-Based Clustering, and Hierarchical Clustering) and text representation approaches (Bag
of Words, GloVe embeddings and SBERT embeddings) with five evaluation metrics: Homogene-
ity, Completeness, V-measure, Silhouette Score and DBI. The results of the clustering evaluation
are presented in Table 1. Our best-performing approach is SBERT*AHC, with a V-measure of
.881. In general, hierarchical clustering performed considerably better than the other clustering
methods, and the document representation with SBERT outperformed other text representation
methods. Almost all approaches outperform the baseline of BoW*Graph-Based Clustering (V =
.161) by a large margin, which is the original method used in Vrijenhoek et al. [7]. DB*GloVe



Table 1
Results of intrinsic evaluation of different clustering methods. Performance metrics: H (Homogeneity),
C (Completeness), V (V-measure), S (Silhouette Score), and DBI (Davies-Bouldin Index). The arrows
indicates whether a high (upwards arrow) or low (downwards error) score indicates better performance.

Representation*Clustering H ↑ C ↑ V ↑ S ↑ DBI ↓

BoW*Graph-Based (baseline) 0.166 0.156 0.161 -0.060 12.441

SBERT*AHC 0.921 0.844 0.881 0.290 1.933
GloVe*AHC 0.762 0.708 0.734 0.183 1.913
BoW*AHC 0.813 0.658 0.727 0.413 1.965

SBERT*DB 0.694 0.872 0.773 0.231 1.509
GloVe*DB 0.002 0.236 0.004 0.390 0.387
BoW*DB 0.993 0.283 0.441 0.213 0.218

is the exception (V = .004), and does not outperform this baseline. This is mostly due to a
noticeably low Homogeneity score.

The dramatic underperformance of GloVe*AHC warrants further investigation. We find that
this particular approach generates only three clusters, where two clusters consist of a single
notably short article each, while the remaining cluster encompasses all other articles.3 Despite
its poor performance, this approach nevertheless yields a high Silhouette Score, indicating a
substantial level of similarity among objects within the predicted clusters, while demonstrating
dissimilarity from objects in other clusters. This shows that evaluation metrics based on
predicted clusters, rather than gold standard labels, can lead to misleading results in assessing
the performance of clustering approaches. Another approach that performs relatively poorly is
BoW*DB. It scores well on Homogeneity, but low on Completeness. This approach produces a
total of 868 clusters, leading to uniform clusters and thus high Homogeneity. However, these
many small clusters means that gold labels are spread across several clusters - which leads to
low Completeness.

Error Analysis For more insight into the behavior of each method, we compare errors
made by the three best performing approaches: SBERT*AHC, SBERT*DB, and GloVe*AHC. This
analysis allows us to both compare approaches with different text representation techniques
while having the same clustering approach, as well as approaches with the same text represen-
tation but different clustering approaches. The procedure involved a comparative evaluation of
predicted labels assigned to individual gold clusters. For each experimental setup, the majority
label predicted by the respective approach was determined, and the instances that deviated from
this label were recorded. This provides insights into the dissimilarities between the predicted
clusters and the gold standard. Its results show whether approaches exhibit similar errors, and
reveals which events are challenging to distinguish.

Table 2 presents the error counts associated with each investigated setup, as well as the
overlap in errors with the best-performing system AHC*SBERT (indicated between brackets
after the total error count). Of the 58 errors that DB*SBERT makes, 56 were also made by
AHC*SBERT. AHC*GloVe incorrectly assigns 79 articles that are also assigned to the same

3One article displays HTML code instead of the article text, likely due to a mishap in the preprocessing step.



Table 2
Misclassified Articles per Gold Cluster. The total error has the number of overlapping errors as
SBERT*AHC between brackets. Evaluation consisted of the following news stories: Ireland Abor-
tion Vote (2); Facebook Privacy Scandal (4); Wikileaks Trials (5); Tunisia Protests (6); Ivory Coast Army
Mutiny (7); Equifax Breach (8); and Brazil Dam Disaster (9).

Gold cluster Size SBERT*AHC SBERT*DB GloVe*AHC

2 167 9 5 3
4 163 4 4 38
5 152 55 36 54
6 83 2 2 39
7 99 20 9 39
8 126 1 1 20
9 241 9 1 45

Total 100 58 (56) 212 (79)

cluster by AHC*SBERT. The large overlap indicates that the setups generally find the same
articles difficult to cluster correctly, especially both SBERT systems. For all setups, the chain
on the Wikileaks Trial seems the most difficult to identify correctly. Manual inspection of the
misclassified articles shows that there is apparent confusion with two other news stories - the
Facebook Privacy Scandal and the Equifax Breach. These are stories with similar topical content,
as they report on a data leak and/or information breach. We also found that one SBERT*SHC
cluster contains all articles from the same news outlet, which are two topically unrelated news
events according to the gold labels: the Ivory Coast Army Mutiny and the WikiLeaks trial.
Inspection of this cluster reveals the news articles actually contain content on the Russian
invasion of Ukraine, a topic that should not have been included in the dataset. Possibly, the news
organizations re-used the URLs used for scraping our dataset. Since this appears to be one topic
or event, this result indicates that the SBERT*AHC approach is able to identify topically coherent
clusters of news timelines and events. Glove*AHC presents considerably less coherent clusters.
Only the Brazil Dam Disaster and the Ireland Abortion Vote news timelines are identified in
a separate and unique cluster. The Equifax Breach event cluster contains several unrelated
technology articles. Other clusters are much less topically coherent when using Glove*AHC.

4.2. Extrinsic evaluation

Our extrinsic evaluation aims to identify which clustering method provides the best indication
of the actual Fragmentation in three user behavior scenarios. Recall that Scenario 1 involves all
users reading the same news timelines, which should result in low Fragmentation. Scenario 2
encompasses users reading highly specific timelines, known to lead to high Fragmentation.
Lastly, we consider a mixed scenario (Scenario 3) that represents a more realistic user behavior
pattern (see Section 3.4.2). We first calculate Fragmentation in each scenario with the gold
cluster labels. Then, we calculate Fragmentation with cluster labels generated by each approach.
We also calculate the difference between Scenario 1 and 2 in Fragmentation score to verify
whether the two scenarios can be distinguished. Fragmentation scores in these scenarios
should be evaluated on the discriminative ability of the metric rather than the specific scores.



Table 3
Fragmentation score of the different clustering set-ups in different recommendation user behavior
scenarios. The direction of the arrow indicates whether a high (upwards arrow) or low (downwards
arrow) score is expected based on the user scenario.

Representation*Clustering Scen. 1 ↓ Scen. 2 ↑ Scen. 3 Diff 1-2

Gold Labels 0.00 0.85 0.58 0.85
BoW*Graph-Based (baseline) 0.67 0.73 0.70 0.06

SBERT*AHC 0.31 0.87 0.64 0.56
GloVe*AHC 0.38 0.84 0.63 0.46
BoW*AHC 0.62 0.85 0.63 0.23

SBERT*DB 0.16 0.74 0.48 0.58
GloVe*DB 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01
BoW*DB 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.00

If the Fragmentation score has hypothesis validity, we expect to be able to discern a higher
score from a lower one. The operationalization would be considerably less useful if there is no
meaningful difference of Fragmentation score across scenarios. Table 3 shows the results of these
experiments. Our findings demonstrate that SBERT*AHC and SBERT*DB display a considerable
difference in Fragmentation score across the three scenarios, and are able to distinguish low
Fragmentation (Scenario 1) from high Fragmentation (Scenario 2). These approaches also
showed superior performance in the intrinsic evaluation, as discussed in Section 4.1. SBERT*DB
has a lower difference in Fragmentation between Scenario 1 and 2 than SBERT*AHC. This
can be explained by the fact that the DB approach generates five clusters, while SBERT*AHC
generates nine. Fewer clusters will lead to a lower Fragmentation score, as it increases the
likelihood that news articles come from the same timeline.

5. Discussion

Do Extrinsic and Intrinsic Evaluations Align? In our study, we undertook a comprehensive
assessment of story chain clustering as an NLP task, using internal evaluation metrics and
metrics that use ground truth labels. Jacobs and Wallach [25] have pointed out the importance
of evaluating beyond predictive validity, that is: beyond predicting out-of-training labels from
a test set. Since Fragmentation is inherently connected to user behavior, evaluating whether
the operationalization leads to expected results with user behavior is essential. How did our
evaluation with generated user behaviour align with our intrinsic results?

In general, our results show that intrinsic performance on clustering (evaluated on gold
labels) can be a relatively good indicator for the usability of the approach for detecting high
Fragmentation. The approaches that scores well on Homogeneity, Completeness and V-Measure
were also best at distinguishing differences in Fragmentation when comparing different user
scenarios. At the same time, our extrinsic evaluation also showed that even high-performing
clustering approaches struggle with scoring user scenarios with low fragmentation, and consis-
tently detect higher Fragmentation than calculations based on gold standard in these scenarios.



Cluster internal metrics, on the other hand, proved to be unreliable indicators of the clusters’
quality. Clusters that performed poorly on the gold labels in our intrinsic evaluation and showed
poor predictors of Fragmentation in our extrinsic evaluation could still have a decent results
according to the Silhouette score and the Davies-Bouldin Index.

These observations provide two important lessons for automatically determining Fragmenta-
tion of news. First, systems need to be evaluated using gold truth labels since internal metrics
are not sufficiently reliable. Second, it is crucial to employ extrinsic evaluation. We would not
have found out that our best clustering methods do not detect extremely low Fragmentation
without evaluating the approaches on generated user scenarios. A benefit of the generated user
scenarios is that it allows for maximum control of the experimental situation: we know exactly
what the expected Fragmentation score is. Precise hypotheses can be constructed, which denote
exactly what the approaches should detect in these scenarios. This makes it relatively easy to
detect failing operationalizations, and see which scenarios are easy to detect.

Considerations for Developers and Stakeholders Our results show that the scores calcu-
lated based on clustering output cannot be interpreted literally. When there was no Fragmenta-
tion, all approaches that differentiated between different scenarios detected a Fragmentation of
at least .16. Our overall best-performing approach, differentiating the best between low and high
Fragmentation, even detected a Fragmentation score of .31 in the non-Fragmentation scenario.
While our approaches did not succeed in the exact measurement of the Fragmentation score
reflected by the gold standard labels in a scenario, they were able to reliably distinguish between
a high and a low Fragmentation score. Therefore, researchers employing this operationalization
of Fragmentation should primarily focus on contrasting interpretations. For instance, it is appro-
priate to interpret findings such as “this set of users exhibits significantly lower Fragmentation
compared to another set of users.”, but not conclude things such as “this set of users shows low
Fragmentation” based solely on a low score obtained from the Fragmentation metric.

Limitations Our Fragmentation approaches have undergone extensive evaluations, but there
are limitations inherent in our study. Firstly, the extrinsic evaluation is conducted solely on
simulated scenarios. This offers a solid foundation for testing hypothesis validity, but further
investigation is required to measure the performance of these approaches in real-world scenarios.
Additionally, future work may explore more advanced simulation scenarios, such as agent-based
modelling [37]. Secondly, our intrinsic evaluation experiments are on a set of ten high-level
events, rather than on more granular sub-events. The interpretation of Fragmentation becomes
more challenging when considering these fine-grained elements, as they may not necessarily
represent a fully fragmented information environment. Future work may look into more fine-
grained detection of news stories, and their implication for the corresponding Fragmentation
scores. An additional reflection is that the number of events is limited, but somewhat topically
diverse in types of news events, spanning a military mutiny, a court case (WikiLeaks), and an
election event (the Irish abortion vote). Expanding the scope of the intrinsic evaluation is an
avenue for future investigation, by evaluating on a higher number of events, different types of
events, languages beyond American English, and different cultural contexts. Future work could
also look into a similar extensive evaluation approach for detecting different perspectives in
news articles for the Representation metric [7].



6. Conclusion

Diverging online information environments can lead to a fragmented public sphere, which has
implications for public debate and democracy. Consequently, it is crucial for implementers
and stakeholders of news recommender systems to explicitly consider the desired level of
Fragmentation in recommendations. This paper systematically examines various approaches
for measuring Fragmentation [7] while operationalizing it as news story timeline detection.
The experiments cover different text representations (TF-IDF, SBERT) and clustering algo-
rithms (DB-SCAN, graph-based, and agglomerative hierarchical clustering). Our approaches
are rigourously evaluated through intrinsic and extrinsic assessments. These experiments
show that agglomerative hierarchical clustering, coupled with SentenceBERT text representa-
tion, substantially improves the detection of Fragmentation compared to earlier approaches.
Notably, our findings highlight semantic text representations with contextualized sentence
embeddings (SentenceBERT) is useful for accurately measuring Fragmentation. Furthermore,
we test whether our intrinsic evaluation results on a dataset of news story chains aligns with
measuring Fragmentation in an extrinsic evaluation. Simulated user scenarios in this evaluation
indicate low Fragmentation scenarios are more difficult to detect than high Fragmentation
ones. Our results show improvement over other approaches, but it is important to acknowledge
certain caveats: interpretation of Fragmentation necessitates a thoughtful reflection on the
societal and individual goals and values of the news recommender system. There is no single
optimal or desired level of Fragmentation; rather, a nuanced understanding is crucial. Our
presented approach to accurately measure and evaluate Fragmentation serves as a fundamental
stepping stone for further investigation into the societal impact of online news environments.
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